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Guidance for use 

This clinical evaluation report is aimed primarily at the NHS and all those working to 

support patient care. If you would like to talk through how this report can be used in 

your setting, please contact the team by emailing:  

clinical.evaluationteam@nhs.net . 

Please note that the product assessment results should only be read and used in 

conjunction with the full text of this clinical review. 
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1 Introduction  

The NHS Clinical Evaluation Team was established in April 2016. The team’s remit 

is to add independent clinical review to ‘everyday healthcare consumables’ used by 

the NHS. 

Everyday healthcare consumables are products that are found in the majority of 

wards, clinics, health centres, treatment rooms and district nurses’ bags across the 

NHS. The purpose of this report is two-fold: firstly, to provide a clinical assessment of 

the usability and requirements from the NHS for Slide sheets that are available to the 

NHS from the national procurement provider and secondly, to provide a clinical 

statement of desired functions and properties that the clinicians in the NHS require of 

Slide sheets for use in future procurement activities. 

It is clear from the evidence that Slide Sheets, featured in this report, are everyday 

healthcare consumables that are found in most clinics or ward settings and would 

certainly be items included in any stock list to set up a new clinical service. On that 

basis, the project was approved by the Clinical Reference Board in 2017 , 

culminating in the production of this report for their approval in August 2018. 

Based on 2017 data supplied by NHS Supply Chain, in the NHS, NHS trusts are 

purchasing over 1.8 million slide sheets annually with a total spend approaching £4.1 

million per annum. There are 188 different product codes in the category supplied via 

7 different suppliers. This report covers the range of products available as of 1st 

January 2018. 

Intelligence about Slide Sheets was gathered from a variety of sources to provide 

background information on the current evidence available to support the way in 

which the devices are designed and clinically evaluated.  

Following this, clinical engagement sessions were held with the aim of identifying 

important clinical criteria for Slide Sheets from frontline NHS clinicians. This 

information was used to develop the clinical criteria for Slide Sheets, against which 

all brands available from the national procurement provider were reviewed. 

Findings from these clinical reviews are collated into a product assessment report to 

allow users to identify products and see how they performed against the agreed 

clinical criteria. 

A more detailed description of the team and our pathway approach can be found in 

the NHS Clinical Evaluation Team operating manual which can be found on our 

website at: www.supplychain.nhs.uk/CET.   

http://www.supplychain.nhs.uk/CET
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2 Clinical Context 

2.1 Clinical Definition and Scope 

For the purpose of this report, a Slide Sheet is a friction reducing device enabling 

movement / repositioning of a patient up and down the bed as well as laterally 

between two surfaces (bed to bed, bed to trolley).  

A Slide Sheets system consists of 2 layers of low friction material that work together 

to reduce friction. As a patient is moved, one layer stays in contact with the patient 

whilst the other layer stays in contact with the supporting surface. This allows the 

material to slide against itself thus reducing friction and shear to the patient’s skin, 

and reducing user effort.  

Slide Sheets currently come in varying types, flat, tubular and hybrid (a combination 

of both flat and tubular), with each of these available in the form of disposable (single 

patient use / single use) and reusable (washable). All the aforementioned are 

included in the scope of this report.  

This category does not include patient transfer sheets, one way glide sheets, in bed 

slide systems or any other device that does not involve the interface of slide sheet 

material against slide sheet material.  

2.2 Intended Clinical Use 

The intended use of a Slide Sheet is to reduce the friction and shear during the task 

of moving and /or repositioning a patient on a surface; it also reduces the effort and 

reduces the manual handling risk of the staff undertaking these manoeuvres  

(Fray 2015).  

Prior to the use of a Slide Sheet a thorough risk assessment in line with local policy 

should be undertaken to identify and mitigate against potential risks. Principles of 

independent movement should be considered wherever possible (e.g. whether a 

patient can assist in the movement using the slide sheet).  

2.3 Clinical Practice 

The activity of transferring / repositioning a patient frequently occurs in healthcare, 

these activities can include lateral transfers, moving up a bed and turning a patient. 

These manual manoeuvres have long been identified as a contributory factor in the 

prevalence of musculoskeletal disorders in healthcare professionals (Fragala, 2014). 

Friction reducing equipment including the use of Slides Sheets can aid in the 

reduction of risk associated with manual handling for both the user and the patient. 

2.4 Clinical Impact 

Selecting the appropriate manual handling aid (in this instance Slide Sheets) and 

using them in the correct manner will result in the reduction of  friction and  shear to 

the patients skin thus reducing the risk of tissue injuries. This in turn will improve the 

care experience and health outcomes to the patient.  

In addition to the benefits to the patient there are also benefits to the clinician. Using 

manual handling aids in the appropriate way when indicated will reduce the force 
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and effort required to complete a task and thus reduce the risk of injury to the 

clinicians / users involved in carrying out the tasks.   

2.5 Other Clinical Considerations 

It is recognised that due to the versatility of these sheets they can be used for 

bespoke tasks such as inserting slings, aiding with dressing, turning patients in bed, 

as well as an aid for exercise and rehabilitation. However for the purpose of this 

report the use of Slide Sheets for movement in the bed based environment is being 

considered as the primary function.   

2.6 Product Technical Design  

2.6.1 Product Type 

Slide Sheets are currently available in 3 different types: 

• Flat Sheets – A flat sheet of low friction material, these sheets must be used 

in a pair.  

• Tubular – low friction material is sewn into a continuous tube stitched at the 

end to allow the material to glide against itself in a continuous movement. 

• Hybrid – Is a combination of both flat and tubular design. The product is two 

flat sheets offset and stitched together to form a tube. This allows both vertical 

and lateral movement with the same one placement for all repositioning tasks. 

All the above types are available in two distinct categories disposable and reusable / 

washable.  

Disposable - This category is split into two subcategories: 

• Single use – which means one use then the product is disposed of 

• Single patient use / patient specific – means that the product can be used 

multiple times with the same patient. These sheets cannot be laundered but 

some can be wiped clean if soiled. 

Reusable / Washable – these products can be laundered and wiped clean. 

2.6.2 Product size 

There is currently an extensive range of Slide Sheet sizes available to the NHS via 

NHS supply chain. These sizes range from 41cm x 60cm to 220cm x 148cm with 43 

different size combinations between these values across the 7 suppliers. 

For the purpose of this report the largest Slide Sheet in each range was selected as 

clinicians identified it would be these larger sheets that would most commonly be 

used to undertake bed based tasks.  

It was identified from discussions with clinical staff that any product with a length less 

that 150cm would not normally be used for vertical and lateral movement of an adult 

patient, in order to ensure all bony prominences were covered during the task. 

Therefore any product with a length of less than 150cm was not included in 

evaluations but identified as size variations in the matrix. 
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The use of Slide Sheets in paediatrics was also explored but clinicians identified that 

Slide Sheets are generally only used with larger children using larger sizes, and the 

use of slide sheets with smaller children is not commonly undertaken.  

2.6.3 Material 

Material type 

Material type was considered and discussed with clinicians, the majority of products 

currently available via NHS SC are made from one of 3 different materials, Polyester, 

Polypropylene or Nylon. During discussions it was highlighted that clinicians were 

not interested in the material type but how the product performed during clinical 

tasks. 

The only concern that clinicians had was that the material should be recyclable.  

Material thickness 

Variance in material thickness was considered but was discounted as the perception 

of tolerance between sheets was deemed negligible by clinicians, so this factor was 

not explored further. 

Creasing 

Creasing of the product when in situ was considered but was discounted as all but 

one product in this report must be removed following use and not left in situ, so the 

effects of creasing was deemed by clinicians to be negligible. 
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3 Pathway Methods  

3.1  Intelligence Gathering  

In preparation of the criteria, account has been taken of academic and related 

clinical evidence, known guidance and nationally recognised publications as further 

described in this Section 3. 

 Literature search 

A literature search has been undertaken to establish what current academic 

knowledge exists on the products for evaluation. It should be noted that the team 

have not conducted a comprehensive or systematic review of literature. However, 

the team have interrogated the information to look for common themes which 

supported the development of the clinical criteria. 

Initially, an evidence search was performed across the NICE service: 

https://www.evidence.nhs.uk/Search?slidesheets. However there is currently no 

evidence available regarding best practice via NICE. 

The search terms used (see below) generated many returns, however, there was 

little new information generated. There was some information provided with regards 

to puling forces exerted when using a single sheet compared to a double sheet, and 

also the incidence of musculoskeletal injuries linked to manual handling tasks. 

Search criteria Databases searched 

• Slide Sheets 

• Patient transfer sheets 

• Manual handling sheets  

• NICE website Evidence search 

https://www.evidence.nhs.uk/  

 

• NICE website journals and 

databases 

https://www.nice.org.uk/about/what-

we-do/evidence-services/journals-

and-databases  (using Healthcare 

databases advanced search tool – 

AMED, EMBASE, HMIC, BNI, 

Medline, PsycInfo, CINAHL, HEALTH 

BUSINESS ELITE databases 

searched) 

Date Range  Since 2005 

Language  English  

Figure 1 Literature and other sources searches – Slide Sheets 

https://www.evidence.nhs.uk/
https://www.nice.org.uk/about/what-we-do/evidence-services/journals-and-databases
https://www.nice.org.uk/about/what-we-do/evidence-services/journals-and-databases
https://www.nice.org.uk/about/what-we-do/evidence-services/journals-and-databases
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 National procurement provider specification  

As the national procurement provider, NHS Supply Chain manages a framework of 

suppliers who are then listed in the national catalogue, the framework covers a wider 

selection of products than just Slide Sheets. 

The specification used by the national provider (NHS Supply Chain) has been 

reviewed to understand what has previously been asked of suppliers of these 

devices. 

The specification states the Slide Sheets must meet the following requirements: 

• Can be disposable / patient specific or reusable 

• If disposable / patient specific, product must be clearly marked as such on the 
product or with in literature 

• Reusable sheets must withstand cleaning to national infection control 
guidelines (DOH-HSG (95)18) 

The specification, as used by the NHS national procurement provider (NHS Supply 

Chain, 2016), provides insufficient detail relating to the clinical criteria relevant for 

these products, but is considered in the process for the development of such 

criteria.   

 National and international safety and quality standards 

There are currently no international or other standards applicable to these types of 

devices. E.g. from the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO), 

European Standards (EN) and/or British Standards Institution (BSI).  

It is also noted that the Medical Device Directive 93/42/EEC as amended, is currently 
in transition to the new Medical Device Regulation MDR 2017/745 

• All products classified as a Medical Device must have their CE marking 

clearly evident on the product and/or packaging and meet the requirements 

set out within the standard(s) related to labelling. 

A review of Medicines & Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) alerts has 

also been performed. The MHRA website (https://www.gov.uk/drug-device-alerts) 

returned no product alerts relating to this product category against the search terms 

previously described. 

All suppliers listed within the national framework were invited to submit relevant 

evidence, product information and testing data to help support the review.  

Some suppliers provided a range of information from product brochure through to 

technical datasheets. 
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 Quality of evidence 

Hierarchy of evidence 

Levels of evidence sometimes referred to as hierarchy of evidence are assigned to 

studies based on the methodological quality of their design, validity, and applicability 

to patient care.  

Hierarchy 
ranking 

Description 

Level 1 
A systematic review of all relevant randomised controlled trials 
(RCT) or evidence-based clinical practice guidelines based on 
systematic reviews of RCT evidence 

Level 2 Evidence from at least one well designed RCT 

Level 3 
Evidence from well-designed controlled trials; non-randomised, 
quasi experimental 

Level 4 Well-designed case control & cohort studies 

Level 5 Systematic reviews of descriptive and qualitative studies 

Level 6 Evidence from a single, descriptive or qualitative study 

Level 7 
Evidence from the opinion of authorities and/or reports of 
expert committees 

Figure 2 – Hierarchy ranking: Evidence based practice in nursing & healthcare: a guide to best practice” (B.M. Melnyk & E. 

Fineout-Overholt; 2005; p10) 

3.2 Best Practice Guidelines  

There are currently no specific best practice guidelines with regard to the use of 

Slide Sheets. However best practice in this field has been readily discussed with 

clinicians and manual handling specialist, and it is widely accepted that the following 

is deemed best practice: 

• Any use should be accompanied by a risk assessment prior to use 

• All bony prominences should be covered by the sheet throughout the 

movement, paying particular attention to the head and heals 

• The Slide Sheet must remain double layered at all times, as the forces 

involved greatly increase once the sheet is single layered.  

• During lateral transfers a transfer board must be used to bridge the gap 

between the two surfaces. 

• A minimum of 3-4 people are needed to carry out a lateral patient transfer, 

with 1-2 required for vertical movements. 

• For repositioning in a chair a one way glide sheet is more appropriate to use. 

• Slide Sheets should not be left in situ under a patient unless specifically 

designed to do so. 
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Despite the absence of specific Slide Sheet guidelines their use is covered in the 

manual handling guidelines ‘The guide to The Handling of People’ (HOP6). These 

guidelines for the handling of people are deemed best practice by many manual 

handling experts.  

Within the guidelines the use of Slide Sheets are advocated in;  

• Repositioning a patient in the bed, 

• Moving a patient up the bed,  

• Undertaking a lateral transfer of a patient.  

The use of Slide Sheets is not advocated in;  

• Repositioning of a patient in a chair where a one way glide sheet should be 

used to prevent slipping forwards,  

• Sitting to sitting transfers due to the uncontrolled movement and risk of 

slipping off the surface, and 

• Rolling / turning a patient in bed the slide sheets should be used to reposition 

the patient safely rather than being required to create the roll. 

4 NHS Clinical Engagement 

In order to develop a shared vision of what is required from Slide Sheets several 

methods of engagement were used.  These events were used to formulate thoughts, 

ideas and needs from different clinicians familiar with these products; identifying their 

own expectation(s) of the product for their given patient group, and intended patient 

outcome, being used in a variety of differing clinical environments. 

Mapping exercises were undertaken to determine personnel that should be involved 

and/or consulted regarding these products. This stage of the report focused on 

clinical staff that are: 

a) recognised as subject experts, and/or  

b) recognised regular users of the devices in their clinical practice. 

Various methods of engagement were undertaken to ensure these clinical opinions 

were robust, and validated by peers from around the country, options of engagement 

included: 

• Regional and national face-to-face events with NHS clinical colleagues 

• Focussed visits to NHS clinicians, regional and national face-to-face events  

• Website subscription  

• Attendance at specialist network events  

• Attendance at NHS Business Services Authority events  

• Web-based surveys and e-engagement tools (e.g. email, WebEx, portal 

based surveys) 
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4.1 Clinical Conversations 

To build a broad caucus of attendees at our events letters were sent inviting Trusts 

to nominate clinical colleagues to attend a series of regional group events. These 

were hosted by NHS organisations throughout England to enable the widest possible 

access for all invited. This ensured to set aside any pre-existing regional variance. 

Details of the discussion outcomes were recorded using a portal based survey from 

the open events, then used together with the evidence gathered at the previous 

project stage to inform a list of clinical criteria against which the product has been 

tested. 

All questions, criteria and evaluations were formulated to move through the key 
aspects of product use using the NHS Clinical Evaluation Team product cycle: 

 
Figure 3 – NHS Clinical Evaluation Team Product Cycle 

  

Packaging Opening

Disposal Clinical Use

Product Cycle
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The following questions were asked of clinicians at clinical conversations to inform 
the build of clinical criteria. 

Clinical Conversation Questions 

Packaging 

Is there anything about the packaging we must consider? 

Should this information be on the outer box and/or inner packaging? 

Opening 

Is there anything specific we must consider about the opening of the product? 

Clinical Use 

What do you use Slides Sheets for? 

Do you use them in conjunction with other equipment? 

How often do you use Slide Sheets? 

Do you use various sizes? 

Is colour important? 

What would make you choose tubular or flat Slide Sheets? 

Do you currently use disposable or reusable Slide Sheets? 

Is the addition of handles important? 

If you could design your own Slide Sheet what would it look like? 

Disposal 

Is there anything regarding disposable that we need to consider? 

Do you have specific requirements / criteria for the disposal of these products? 

Figure 4- Defining the clinical criteria for Slide Sheets 

 
4.2 Clinical Criteria  

The data received from all the NHS clinical conversation events, alongside the data 

collected from individual experts, was assimilated into a series of clinical criteria. 

A clinical criterion is defined for the purposes of this report as a principle or standard 

by which products may be evaluated. It is a statement which describes the clinician’s 

requirements for the product. 
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The proposed criteria were validated by workshop attendees and all other clinical 

experts engaged in the development process. In addition, other clinical experts who 

are likely to add further useful insight were also included, leading to the finalised 

clinical criteria listed below. 

CLINICAL CRITERIA 

Packaging Criteria Rationale 

If the product is individually wrapped can you 
visibly see the product through the packaging? 

In our consultations clinicians identified the need 
to be able to easily and quickly identify the 
product they needed - Clear packaging , to be 
able to see product through packaging, 
packaged in clear plastic, easily identifiable 

Intended use is stated on the packaging (single 
use / single patient use / or re-usable) 

In our consultations clinicians identified the need 
to easily identify what the product is and the 
indicated use of the product, 

Product size is stated on the packaging In our consultations clinicians identified the need 
to easily identify what the product is, to identify 
the size of the sheet before opening the product 

Product type is stated on the packaging 
(tubular/flat) 

In our consultations clinicians identified the need 
to easily identify what the product is, to identify 
the type of the sheet before opening the product 

Product weight limit is stated on the packaging In our consultations clinicians wanted to be able 
to identify the weight limit of the product, to 
confidently use the product with each patient, 
strong enough to with stand patient weight 

There are clear instructions on use included on 
the packaging 

In our consultations clinicians identified the need 
to have clear instructions on the packaging, 
pictures of how to use the product. In order to 
reduce user error. 

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or 
non-washable on the packaging or product 
label? 

In our consultations clinicians identified the need 
be able to identify if the product is washable, to 
be able to easily identify if the product cannot be 
washed, to easily identify if the product can be 
wiped down or cleaned if soiled, on label as 
packaging in disposed of. This would reduce 
confusion over the cleaning / washing of each 
product. 

Intended use is stated on the product (single 
use / single patient use / or re-usable) 

In our consultations clinicians identified the need 
to easily identify what the product is and the 
indicated use of the product, this also needs to 
be on the product as the packaging is discarded 
after opening. 

Product size is stated on the product In our consultations clinicians identified the need 
to easily identify what the product is, to identify 
the size of the sheet once the packaging has 
been discarded 

Product weight limit is stated on the product In our consultations clinicians wanted to be 
able to identify the weight limit of the product, 
to confidently use the product with each 
patient, strong enough to with stand patient 
weight 
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If the product is individually wrapped, can the 
packaging be used to store the product? 

In our consultations clinicians identified that due 
to the slippery nature of these products they are 
difficult to store and can represent a slip hazard 
so by having a pouch / bag / or the packaging 
being able to re house the product this could be 
reduced 

Opening and Preparation Criteria Rationale 

If individually packaged , the package can be 
opened by hand 

 

In our consultations clinicians identified the 
need for these products to be easily opened 
by hand, the introduction of tear lines to open 
the packaging 

Clinical Use Criteria Rationale 

Product colour is identifiable against bed linen In our consultations clinicians identified the need 
for the product to be easily identifiable, to be 
visible to prevent slips and falls, to be able to 
see in bed linen, for colour to be indicative of 
size of the product across manufacturers 

Does the seam / edge of the product risk 
damage to patients skin? 

Clinicians identified the need to reduce the risk 
of damage to patients skin, the seam on the 
sheet could be an area that may pose a risk. 

The product enables repositioning of a patient 
up and down the bed 

In our consultations clinicians identified that one 
of the main uses if slide sheets was to reposition 
patients up and down the bed, reduce friction, 
reduce effort of staff, reduce shearing of 
pressure areas, and provide smooth movements 
smooth movements 

The product enables movement of a patient 
from one surface to another using a transfer 
board 

In our consultations clinicians identified that one 
of the main uses if slide sheets was to transfer 
patient from one surface to another (i.e. trolley 
to bed), reduce effort of staff, reduce shearing of 
pressure areas, and provide smooth movements 
smooth movements 

The product enables repositioning up and down 
the bed and then laterally without having to 
remove and replace the product between the 
two tasks 

In our consultations clinicians identified the 
benefit of being able to move a patient in 
multiple directions and complete multiple 
tasks without removing the sheet between 
each task. (This doesn’t mean leaving under 
the patient once a task is completed) 

Disposal Criteria Rationale 

There are clear instructions on the label on how 
to dispose of the product 

In our consultations it was identified that it was 
important that there were clear instruction of 
how to dispose of the product, whether it was 
recyclable or general waste. 

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable? In our consultations it was identified that it was 
important the product should be recyclable, 
product should be environmentally friendly, 
product should be biodegradable 

Figure 5- Defining the clinical criteria for Slide Sheets  
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4.2.1 Criteria explanation- Exclusion (Slide Sheets) 

To capture true representation of clinical opinion, this report also aims to capture 
criteria that were raised, but not included as final criteria when the evaluation of Slide 
sheets took place. 

The following criteria were raised but not included in the evaluation. 

Proposed Criteria 

 

Rationale for exclusion 

 

The product enables a patient to be 
rolled onto their side in bed 

This is not a primary function of a slide 
sheet and although a slide sheet could be 
used to aid this task, the task can readily be 
completed without it. The slide sheet would 
be used to reposition the patient safely 
rather than being required to create the roll. 

The product enables repositioning of 
a patient in a chair 

The rationale being that the person may 
slide forward out of the chair as the slide 
sheets move in all directions. The use of 
slide sheet to reposition a patient in a chair 
is not best practice and a one way sheet 
should be used. Although slides sheets may 
be used in a chair to aid putting a sling in 
place or dressing these are a specialist uses 
and not a general use of a slide sheet.  

Is the product colour  identifiable 
against bed linen 

As opposed to being an evaluation criterion 
it was decided that colour would be 
discussed in the report. Prior to evaluation it 
was identified that the sheets needed to be 
bright in colour, which all but 3 products are. 

Figure 6- Excluded clinical criteria with rationale. 

4.3 Product Evaluation 

Evaluation methodologies are defined for each and every clinical criterion. They 

reflect a simulated clinical environment. 

All products were requested to be supplied in a ‘ward ready’ unit of issue as would 

be found by clinical staff on accessing a store area in their clinical environment.  

The tests were formulated to move through the key aspects of product use using the 

NHS Clinical Evaluation Team product cycle 

The evaluation product was ordered and picked from the NHS distribution centres. 

Products evaluated have been stored post evaluation for a period of three months 

after publication of this review. 

Prior to evaluations all clinical use methodologies were piloted in a manual handling 

training suite in order to validate method and scoring systems. 
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Practicing NHS clinical staff were invited to review the products in accordance with 

the developed criteria. It was not possible to ‘blind’ the evaluations; however, the 

product to be evaluated was independently picked in accordance with the product 

selection criteria in Section 2 and prepared for evaluation by colleagues who were 

not otherwise involved in the process. 

Prior to evaluations two methods of evaluating clinical use were considered; the first 

was to use a person as the patient for the simulated tasks, the second was to use a 

weighted mannequin to complete the tasks. It was decided that in order to minimise 

variables during the evaluation that a standardised weighted mannequin would be 

used. 

Each clinical evaluator entered data independently and without inter-rater 

comparison. Results were then collated, reviewed and summarised by the clinical 

specialist lead for the project. 

As part of the evaluation preparation, each evaluator was given a more detailed and 
product specific definition for each of the scores  

The defined criteria either prompted a ‘yes/no’ answer, which has been represented 
with a √ / X, or a score was given between 0 and 3, or 0 and 2 as follows: 

 

Figure 7 – NHS Clinical Evaluation Team scoring methods 

These numerical scores across all evaluators were totalled and a mean value 

determined. This mean value has then been converted into a star rating (see matrix 

below). The mean values convert to a star rating in accordance with the following table: 

Point scored Star value 

0 to 0.99 0 stars 

1 to 1.24 1 Star 

1.25 to 1.74 1.5 Stars 

1.75 to 2.24 2 Stars 

2.25 to 2.74 2.5 Stars 

2.75 to 3 3 Stars 
 

Figure 8 – conversion of mean scores to star rating 

 

Score Meaning 

0 This does not meet the criteria  

1 This partially meets the criteria 

2 This meets the criteria 

3 This exceeds the criteria 
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The above scoring mechanisms will not be followed where the criterion identified by 

the CET cannot reasonably exceed expectations. For example, if the clinical criterion 

was whether the removal of an adhesive dressing was atraumatic and with the 

individual patient reporting no pain or skin damage, then it cannot reasonably be 

expected that a product could exceed that criteria. Therefore, in such circumstances, 

the relevant criteria will be based on the scoring regime of: 

a. If the criterion is a Yes/No response, the responses will be converted into 

aggregate percentages and then star ratings as follows: 

 

Percentages (Yes) Star value 

0% to 24.99% 0 star 

25% to 49.99% 1 star 

50% to 74.99% 1.5 stars 

75% to 100% 2 stars 
 

Figure 9 – Percentage scores to star rating 

b. For other subjective criteria, the responses will be converted into mean scores 

and then star ratings as follows: 

 

Point scored Star value 

0.00 to 0.99 0 star 

1.00 to 1.24 1 star 

1.24 to 1.74 1.5 stars 

1.75 to 2.00 2 stars 
 

Figure 10 – Points scores to star rating 

On the basis that clinical evaluators will be providing scores as follows: 
 

• 0 stars – Does not meet the criteria 

• 1 star – Partially meets the criteria 

• 2 stars – Meets the criteria 

All supplemental products used in the evaluation are in use in the NHS and available 

through the national catalogue (e.g. PAT slides) and were consistent throughout the 

evaluation. 

Evaluators were also encouraged to record comments where they felt it necessary to 

provide rationale for their scoring and answers. 

The results obtained have been validated by the NHS Clinical Evaluation Team 

moderation committee for consistency of scoring and interpretation. These results 

are presented in the product assessment reports herein. 
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5 Product Assessment Results 

The following product assessment results pages show the tested clinical criteria 

listed vertically on the left-hand side of the page with the tested device found 

horizontally across the top of the matrix. The accompanying photographs were taken 

during evaluation. These photographs are of sample products provided for 

evaluation. Lot numbers were recorded and samples have been retained in storage 

following the completion of evaluation. 

The products represented are the range of suppliers and brands available through 

the NHS national procurement provider’s framework as of September 2017. 

Results can be seen within the product matrix. Each clinical product has been given 

a star rating and the evaluator’s collated comments are included in the matrix. 

The product assessment results have been divided into 4 sub-categories of Slide 

Sheets, as illustrated by the hierarchy below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 Using the Product Assessment Results Matrix 

The clinical criteria displayed are designed to capture key clinical elements that 

health professionals may wish to consider when reviewing/selecting products for 

their own clinical practice. The report is intended as a guidance tool to aid product 

selection and is not intended to be a universal determination of the clinical 

effectiveness of any particular product.  Each clinical practitioner should therefore 

make their own assessments taking into account all relevant considerations for their 

particular situation.  

Not all clinical criteria cited in the report will be relevant or important in all 

environments; 

 i.e. Recycling of products in secondary care. 

Not all hospitals have fully implemented recycling of all possible waste so local 

situations may not enable this to be done. 

Likewise not all clinical criteria will be relevant or important for all patient groups; 

i.e. Use of slide sheets 

Disposable Flat Disposable Tubular 

Reusable / 
Washable Flat 

Reusable / 
Washable Tubular 
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

BES REHAB CARE-ABILITY HEALTHCARE CROMPTONS

SLIDE SHEETS
– Flat

BRAND Slide Assist Lifestyle Slide Sheet Transtex PS Transtex PS

MPC S140200F CA02FPS LP012-0016 LP004-0006

NPC TLC292 TLC314 VTS037 / VTS253 VTS066

DESCRIPTION MH Flat Slide Sheet 140 x 200cm Standard Patient Specific  
Slide Sheet

Flat lateral patient-specific - bariatric 
- no handles red 

Patient specific red non-launderable 
60gsm wide with handles

INTENDED USE Reusable Reusable Single Patient Single Patient

TYPE Flat Flat Flat Flat

HANDLES N/A N/A N/A ✓

SIZE 140cm x 200cm 122cm x 77cm 200cm x 140cm 200cm x 90cm 

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE N/A N/A 200cm x 71cm, 200cm x 90cm 200cm x 70cm, 200cm x 140cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 1 1 4 4

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (2.25)  (3.00)  (0.75)  (0.75)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.00)  (1.75)  (1.00)  (1.00)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (1.13)  (2.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.38) Not Tested  (2.00)  (2.63)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)** Not Tested  (2.00)**  (1.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.13) Not Tested  (2.00)  (2.63)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.50)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

CROMPTONS GBUK

SLIDE SHEETS
– Flat

BRAND Poly-glide Transtex RS Transtex RS Banana Slide

MPC LP021 0005 LP004-0001 LP004-0009 EGF140200

NPC VTS257 VTS017 VTS067 FER13739 / VTS173

DESCRIPTION
Single bariatric patient use 

disposable polypropylene wide-
width convenient dispenser pack 

Flat lateral reusable with handles 
blue 

Reuseable blue 120gsm wide with 
handles

Single patient use flat sheet no 
handles polyester/nylon 60gsm

INTENDED USE Single Patient Reusable Reusable Single patient 

TYPE Flat Flat Flat Flat

HANDLES N/A N/A ✓ N/A

SIZE 200cm x 100 cm 200cm x 140cm 200cm x 90cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 122cm x 75cm, 200cm x 75cm 200cm x 70cm, 200cm x 90cm 200cm x 70cm, 200cm x 140cm 72cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 100 1 4 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

N/A ✓ ✓ ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (2.63)  (0.75)  (0.75)  (1.75)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)  (2.88)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product N/A  (1.00)  (1.00)  (1.00)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand N/A  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.09)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (3.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.50)  (2.38)  (2.50)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (1.00)**  (2.00)**  (1.00)**  (2.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.50)  (2.38)  (2.63)  (2.00)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

GBUK

SLIDE SHEETS
– Flat

BRAND Banana Slide Banana Slide Banana Versal Banana Slide

MPC PATPAQ-EGF140200/H EGF100200 DGF140200 EGF090200H

NPC FER13799 FER13796 FER13816 FER13746

DESCRIPTION
Single Patient Use Flat with and 

without Handles Pack of 2 x inc Bag 
60gsm Polyester/Nylon 

Single Patient Use Flat 60gsm 
Polyester/Nylon Single Patient Use Flat Single patient use flat sheet with 

handles polyester/nylon 60gsm

INTENDED USE Single patient Single patient Single patient Single patient 

TYPE Flat Flat Flat Flat

HANDLES N/A N/A N/A ✓

SIZE 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 90cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 90cm x 200cm 90cm x 200cm 72cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm 70cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 10 10 50 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (1.75)  (1.75)  (1.75)  (1.75)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (2.88)  (2.88)  (1.00)  (2.88)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (2.00)  (1.00)  (0.63)  (1.00

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (1.88)  (2.09)  (1.55)  (2.09)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (2.00)  (3.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.13)  (2.00)  (1.63)  (2.63)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (1.50)**  (1.00)**  (1.63)**  (1.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.25)  (2.00)  (1.75)  (2.38)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

GBUK

SLIDE SHEETS
– Flat

BRAND Banana Slide GBUK Banana Banana Slide Banana Slide

MPC DGF140200H EGF140200H SGF090200R LGF100200

NPC FER10400 VTS163 VTS259 FER10441

DESCRIPTION Flat with handles Single Patient Flat with Handles 
Disposable slide sheet 40 sheets 

on a reel can be single patient use. 
Flat sheet

Laundraglide flat washable without 
handles

INTENDED USE Single patient Single patient Single patient Reusable

TYPE Flat Flat Flat Flat

HANDLES ✓ ✓ N/A N/A

SIZE 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 90cm x 200cm 100cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 72cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm 72cm x 200cm, 90cm x 200cm 75cm x 120cm, 120cm x 120cm 72cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 10 50 1 4

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ N/A ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (0.63)  (1.75)  (1.38)  (1.75)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (1.00)  (2.88)  (0.00)  (2.38)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.63)  (1.00) N/A  (0.50)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (1.55)  (2.09) N/A  (2.09)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (1.88)  (2.00)  (3.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.00)  (2.63)  (1.50)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (2.00)**  (1.00)**  (1.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (1.00)  (3.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

GBUK HOSPITAL DIRECT

SLIDE SHEETS
– Flat

BRAND Banana Slide GBUK Banana GBUK Banana Hospital Direct

MPC LGF140200H LGF140200 LGF100200 DFS140200X25N

NPC FER10444 / FER13811 VTS152 FER13807 FER12649

DESCRIPTION Laundraglide flat washable with 
handles 

Laundraglide flat washable without 
handles 

Washable Flat no Handles 71gsm 
Ployester/Nylon Patient specific flat slide sheet

INTENDED USE Reusable Reusable Reusable Single Patient

TYPE Flat Flat Flat Flat

HANDLES ✓ N/A N/A N/A

SIZE 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 100cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 100cm x 200cm (with holes) N/A 70cm x 200cm
70cm x 200cm, 80cm x 200cm,  

90cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm, 
140cm x 180cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 4 50 50 25

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓ N/A

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (0.00)  (0.00)  (1.75)  (2.50)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (2.75)  (2.75)  (2.75)  (0.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (1.00)  (1.00)  (1.00) N/A

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (1.55)  (1.55)  (2.09) N/A

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)  (3.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.63)  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (2.00)**  (1.00)**  (2.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.63)  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.50)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

HOSPITAL DIRECT

SLIDE SHEETS
– Flat

BRAND Hospital Direct Hospital Direct Hospital Direct Hospital Direct

MPC DFS140200X25SPN DFS140180(AB)N DFSH90200X25N FS140200SP

NPC FER13497 FER12648 FER12653 VTS277

DESCRIPTION Patient specific flat sheet Patient specific flat slide sheet  
anti-bacterial

Patient specific flat slide sheet with 
handles Transfer Slide Sheet Washable Flat

INTENDED USE Single Patient Single Patient Single Patient Re useable

TYPE Flat Flat Flat Flat

HANDLES N/A N/A ✓ N/A

SIZE 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 180cm 90 x 200cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE
90cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm, 

90cm x 200 cm also available as pair 
in drawstring bag (FER13523)

N/A 70cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm, 
140cm x 200cm, 160cm x 220cm

75cm x 200cm, 90cm x 200cm, 100cm 
x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 25 25 25 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

N/A N/A N/A ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (2.50)  (2.50)  (2.13)  (2.00)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (0.00)  (2.63)  (0.00)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product N/A N/A N/A  (0.75)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand N/A N/A N/A  (2.00)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (3.00)  (3.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.63)  (2.38)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (2.00)**  (1.00)**  (2.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.50)  (2.50)  (2.50)  (2.50)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

HOSPITAL DIRECT INTERWEAVE

SLIDE SHEETS
– Flat

BRAND Hospital Direct Slidetex Slidetex Slidetex

MPC SMS140200SP PH020100200---REDA62 PH020140200---REDA06 PH025100200---WHTV14

NPC VTS271 TLC686 VTS084 VTS200

DESCRIPTION Transfer Slide Sheet Flat Washable 
with handles

Slidetex Elite patient specific flat 
slide sheet - red

Slidetex patient specific flat slide 
sheet - red Single use 

INTENDED USE Re useable Single patient Single patient Single use 

TYPE Flat Flat Flat Flat

HANDLES ✓ N/A N/A N/A

SIZE 140cm x 200cm 100cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 100cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 70cm x 200cm, 90cm x 200cm, 
100cm x 200cm 75cm x 200cm 71cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm N/A

UNIT OF ISSUE 10 10 10 100

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓ N/A

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (3.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (2.50)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (2.88)  (3.00)  (2.75)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.63)  (0.85)  (0.85) N/A

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (1.88)  (2.50)  (2.00) N/A

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (2.38)  (2.25)  (3.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.63)  (2.13)  (1.50)  (2.13)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (1.00)**  (2.00)**  (1.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (3.00)  (2.50)  (2.00)  (2.88)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

INTERWEAVE

SLIDE SHEETS
– Flat

BRAND Slidetex Slidetex SUPA Slide Slidetex elite

MPC PH023-90200---REDA06 PH023148220---REDA06 PH025-75200---WHTV14 PH007140200---TEAA77

NPC VTS094 TLC688 VTS254 TLC562 / TLC684 / VTS208

DESCRIPTION Slidetex patient specific slide sheet 
c/w handles red

Slidetex Patient Specific Flat Slide 
Sheet c/w handles - red Single use Re-useable flat - teal

INTENDED USE Single patient Single patient Single use Reusable

TYPE Flat Flat Flat Flat

HANDLES ✓ ✓ N/A N/A

SIZE 90cm x 200cm 148cm x 220cm 75cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 71cm x 200cm N/A N/A 75cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 10 10 100 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ N/A ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

Is product size stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (0.00)  (0.00)  (2.13)  (0.00)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.85)  (0.85) N/A  (0.85)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.00)  (2.00) N/A  (2.13)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.38)  (2.38)  (2.63)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.50)  (2.50)  (2.13)  (2.13)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (1.00)**  (2.00)**  (1.00)**  (2.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (3.00)  (3.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

INTERWEAVE

SLIDE SHEETS
– Flat

BRAND Slidetex elite

MPC PH017140200---TEAA77

NPC VTS211

DESCRIPTION Re-useable flat c/w handles - teal

INTENDED USE Reusable

TYPE Flat

HANDLES ✓

SIZE 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 72cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗

Is product size stated on the packaging ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (0.00)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.85)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (1.50)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.13)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.75)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

CANTEL UK CROMPTONS GBUK

SLIDE SHEETS
– Tubular

BRAND Protectaslide Transtex PS Transtex RS GBUK Banana

MPC 105192 LP011-0007 LP010-0007 DGT100200

NPC VTS216 VTS014 VTS009 / VTS071 FER10408

DESCRIPTION Patient specific tubular slide sheet 
60gsm

Patient specific tubular non-
launderable red 60gsm Tubular reusable blue 120gsm Single patient tubular 

INTENDED USE Single patient Single Patient Reusable Single patient 

TYPE Tubular Tubular Tubular Tubular

HANDLES N/A N/A N/A N/A

SIZE 200cm x 140cm 200cm x 140cm 200cm x 140cm 100cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE

122cm x 71cm (Vertical),  
145cm x 71cm (Vertical),  
200cm x 70cm (Lateral),  
200cm x 100cm (Lateral)

60cm x 41cm, 72cm x 70cm, 
122cm x 100cm, 122cm x 71cm, 
120cm x 150cm, 145cm x 71cm, 
200cm x 70cm, 200cm x 71cm,  

200cm x 100cm

60cm x 41cm, 72cm x 70cm,  
122cm x 71cm, 122cm x 100cm, 
145cm x 71cm, 150cm x 120cm, 
200cm x 70cm, 200cm x 71cm, 

200cm x 100cm

72cm x 120cm, 72cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 50 1 1 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ N/A ✓ ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (0.00)  (0.75)  (0.75)  (1.75)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (0.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)  (2.88)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (1.00) N/A  (1.00)  (1.00)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.50) N/A  (2.00)  (2.09)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (1.50)  (1.13)  (2.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.50)  (1.50)  (1.50)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (1.50)** N/A  (1.00)**  (0.50)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.50)  (2.00)  (2.00) N/A

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

GBUK

SLIDE SHEETS
– Tubular

BRAND GBUK Banana GBUK Banana GBUK Banana Banana Slide

MPC EGT100200 EGT100150 LGT072200 LGT140200

NPC VTS236 / FER13743 VST123 FER 10412 FER13805 (MISSING)

DESCRIPTION Tubular Single Patient Tubular Laundraglide tubular washable Washable Tubular 71gsm Ployester/
Nylon

INTENDED USE Single patient Single patient Reusable Reusable

TYPE Tubular Tubular Tubular Tubular

HANDLES N/A N/A N/A N/A

SIZE 100cm x 200cm 100cm x 150cm 72cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 72cm x 120cm, 72cm x 200cm 72cm x 150cm 46cm x 60cm, 72cm x 150cm, 
100cm x 120cm 

46cm x 60cm, 72cm x 150cm, 
72cm x 200cm, 100cm x 120cm, 

100cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 50 50 5 50

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓

Sample not available at the time of 
evaluation

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓ ✓ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (1.75)  (1.75)  (0.00)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (2.88)  (3.00)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✗

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.50)  (1.38)  (1.13)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (1.55)  (2.09)  (1.55)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (1.50)  (1.50)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.00)  (1.88)  (1.63)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (0.50)**  (0.50)**  (0.50)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board

N/A N/A N/A

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

GBUK HOSPITAL DIRECT

SLIDE SHEETS
–Tubular

BRAND GBUK Banana Hospital Direct Hospital Direct Hospital Direct

MPC DGT072150 TDGS140200X25SPN DGS100150X25N DGS140200X25SPN

NPC VTS046 FER13488 FER12636 FER13491

DESCRIPTION Tubular patient specific Patient specific turning disposable 
glide sheet 

Patient specific Roller/ tubular 
slide sheet Patient specfic roller slide sheet 

INTENDED USE Single patient Single Patient Single Patient Single Patient

TYPE Tubular Tubular Tubular Tubular

HANDLES N/A N/A N/A N/A

SIZE 72cm x 150cm 140cm x 200cm 100cm x 150cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 72cm x 72cm, 100cm x 100cm 70cm x 200cm, 120cm x 150cm
70cm x 120cm, 70cm x 150cm,  

90cm x 200cm, 100cm x 120cm, 
100cm x 200cm, 140cm x 200cm

70cm x 72cm, 70cm x 150cm, 
70cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 10 25 25 25

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ N/A N/A N/A

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (1.75)  (2.88)  (2.75)  (2.75)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)  (2.63)  (2.63)  (2.63)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.88) N/A N/A N/A

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (1.55) N/A N/A N/A

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.13)  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (1.63)  (2.13)  (2.00)  (2.13)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (0.50)**  (1.75)**  (0.50)**  (1.75)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board

N/A N/A  (2.00) N/A

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

HOSPITAL DIRECT INTERWEAVE

SLIDE SHEETS
–Tubular

BRAND Hospital Direct Interweave Slidetex Slidetex elite

MPC GS140200SP PH420120150---REDA62 PH420140200---REDA06 PH407140200---TEAA77

NPC VTS276 TLC142 VTS113 TLC691

DESCRIPTION Transfer Slide Sheet Washable 
Tubular 

Slidetex patient specific tubular 
slide sheet - red

Slidetex patient specific tubular 
slide sheet - red

Slidetex Elite Re-useable Tubular 
Slide Sheet - teal

INTENDED USE Re useable Single patient Single patient Reusable

TYPE Tubular Tubular Tubular Tubular

HANDLES N/A N/A N/A N/A

SIZE 140cm x 200cm 120cm x 150cm 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE
70cm x 72cm, 70cm x 120cm, 
70cm x 150cm, 70cm x 200cm, 

100cm x 200cm
71cm x 145cm 71cm x 122cm, 70cm x 200cm, 

100cm x 122cm, 100cm x 200cm

41cm x 60cm, 70cm x 100cm, 
71cm x 72cm, 71cm x 122cm, 

71cm x 145cm, 71cm x 200cm, 
75cm x 200cm, 100cm x 122cm, 

100cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 10 10 10 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (2.88)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.79)  (0.85)  (0.85)  (0.85)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.00)  (2.00)  (1.63)  (1.63)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (1.50)  (1.50)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.50)  (1.63)  (1.88)  (1.50)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (1.50)**  (1.75)**  (1.50)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

GBUK

SLIDE SHEETS
– Hybrid

BRAND Banana Versal Banana Versal

MPC B-VERSAL-SPUH B-REDI100200-W

NPC FER13786 FER13785

DESCRIPTION Versal Single Patient Use with 
Perforated Holes Washable Standard

INTENDED USE Single patient Reusable

TYPE Hybrid Hybrid

HANDLES ✓ N/A

SIZE 100cm x 220cm 100cm x 220cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE Also available without perferated 
holes (FER13130) 100cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 50 50

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (3.00)  (3.00)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (1.00)  (1.00)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (3.00)  (3.00)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.25)  (2.25)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (2.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.00)  (2.13)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

BES REHAB

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Slide Assist

MPC S140200F

NPC TLC292

DESCRIPTION MH Flat Slide Sheet 140 x 200cm

INTENDED USE Reusable

TYPE Flat

HANDLES N/A

SIZE 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE N/A

UNIT OF ISSUE 1

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (2.25)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗

Is product size stated on the product ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.00)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.00)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.38)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.13)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.50)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

CANTEL UK

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Protectaslide

MPC 105192

NPC VTS216

DESCRIPTION Patient specific tubular slide sheet 
60gsm

INTENDED USE Single patient

TYPE Tubular

HANDLES N/A

SIZE 200cm x 140cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE

122cm x 71cm (Vertical),  
145cm x 71cm (Vertical),  
200cm x 70cm (Lateral),  
200cm x 100cm (Lateral)

UNIT OF ISSUE 50

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (0.00)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (0.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (1.00)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.50)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (1.50)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.50)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (1.50)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.50)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

CARE-ABILITY HEALTHCARE

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Lifestyle Slide Sheet

MPC CA02FPS

NPC TLC314

DESCRIPTION Standard Patient Specific  
Slide Sheet

INTENDED USE Reusable

TYPE Flat

HANDLES N/A

SIZE 122cm x 77cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE N/A

UNIT OF ISSUE 1

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (3.00)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (1.75)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.00)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (1.13)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed Not Tested

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)

Not Tested

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board

Not Tested

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

CROMPTONS (Page 1)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Transtex PS Transtex PS Transtex PS Poly-glide

MPC LP012-0016 LP004-0006 LP011-0007 LP021 0005

NPC VTS037 / VTS253 VTS066 VTS014 VTS257

DESCRIPTION Flat lateral patient-specific - bariatric 
- no handles red 

Patient specific red non-launderable 
60gsm wide with handles

Patient specific tubular non-
launderable red 60gsm 

Single bariatric patient use 
disposable polypropylene wide-
width convenient dispenser pack 

INTENDED USE Single Patient Single Patient Single Patient Single Patient

TYPE Flat Flat Tubular Flat

HANDLES N/A ✓ N/A N/A

SIZE 200cm x 140cm 200cm x 90cm 200cm x 140cm 200cm x 100 cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 200cm x 71cm, 200cm x 90cm 200cm x 70cm, 200cm x 140cm

60cm x 41cm, 72cm x 70cm, 
122cm x 100cm, 122cm x 71cm, 
120cm x 150cm, 145cm x 71cm, 
200cm x 70cm, 200cm x 71cm,  

200cm x 100cm

122cm x 75cm, 200cm x 75cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 4 4 1 100

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ N/A N/A

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (0.75)  (0.75)  (0.75)  (2.63)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (1.00)  (1.00) N/A N/A

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.00)  (2.00) N/A N/A

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (2.00)  (1.13)  (3.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.00)  (2.63)  (1.50)  (2.50)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (1.00)** N/A  (1.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.00)  (2.63)  (2.00)  (2.50)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

CROMPTONS (Page 2)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Transtex RS Transtex RS Transtex RS

MPC LP004-0001 LP004-0009 LP010-0007

NPC VTS017 VTS067 VTS009 / VTS071

DESCRIPTION Flat lateral reusable with handles 
blue 

Reuseable blue 120gsm wide with 
handles Tubular reusable blue 120gsm 

INTENDED USE Reusable Reusable Reusable

TYPE Flat Flat Tubular

HANDLES N/A ✓ N/A

SIZE 200cm x 140cm 200cm x 90cm 200cm x 140cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 200cm x 70cm, 200cm x 90cm 200cm x 70cm, 200cm x 140cm 

60cm x 41cm, 72cm x 70cm,  
122cm x 71cm, 122cm x 100cm, 
145cm x 71cm, 150cm x 120cm, 
200cm x 70cm, 200cm x 71cm, 

200cm x 100cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 1 4 1

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✗ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (0.75)  (0.75)  (0.75)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (1.00)  (1.00)  (1.00)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.38)  (2.50)  (1.50)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (1.00)**  (1.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.38)  (2.63)  (2.00)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

GBUK (Page 1)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Banana Versal Banana Slide Banana Slide Banana Slide

MPC B-VERSAL-SPUH EGF140200 PATPAQ-EGF140200/H EGF100200

NPC FER13786 FER13739 / VTS173 FER13799 FER13796

DESCRIPTION Versal Single Patient Use with 
Perforated Holes

Single patient use flat sheet no 
handles polyester/nylon 60gsm

Single Patient Use Flat with and 
without Handles Pack of 2 x inc Bag 

60gsm Polyester/Nylon 

Single Patient Use Flat 60gsm 
Polyester/Nylon

INTENDED USE Single patient Single patient Single patient Single patient 

TYPE Hybrid Flat Flat Flat

HANDLES ✓ N/A N/A N/A

SIZE 100cm x 220cm 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE Also available without perferated 
holes (FER13130) 72cm x 200cm 90cm x 200cm 90cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 50 10 10 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (3.00)  (1.75)  (1.75)  (1.75)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)  (2.88)  (2.88)  (2.88)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (1.00)  (1.00)  (2.00)  (1.00)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (3.00)  (2.09)  (1.88)  (2.09)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.25)  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.13)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (2.00)**  (1.50)**  (1.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.25)  (2.00)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

GBUK (Page 2)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Banana Versal Banana Slide Banana Slide GBUK Banana

MPC DGF140200 EGF090200H DGF140200H EGF140200H

NPC FER13816 FER13746 FER10400 VTS163

DESCRIPTION Single Patient Use Flat Single patient use flat sheet with 
handles polyester/nylon 60gsm Flat with handles Single Patient Flat with Handles 

INTENDED USE Single patient Single patient Single patient Single patient 

TYPE Flat Flat Flat Flat

HANDLES N/A ✓ ✓ ✓

SIZE 140cm x 200cm 90cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 72cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm 70cm x 200cm 72cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm 72cm x 200cm, 90cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 50 10 10 50

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (1.75)  (1.75)  (0.63)  (1.75)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (1.00)  (2.88)  (1.00)  (2.88)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.63)  (1.00  (0.63)  (1.00)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (1.55)  (2.09)  (1.55)  (2.09)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (3.00)  (2.00)  (1.88)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (1.63)  (2.63)  (2.00)  (2.63)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (1.63)**  (1.00)**  (2.00)**  (2.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (1.75)  (2.38)  (1.00)  (3.00)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

GBUK (Page 3)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND GBUK Banana GBUK Banana GBUK Banana Banana Slide

MPC DGT100200 EGT100200 EGT100150 SGF090200R

NPC FER10408 VTS236 / FER13743 VST123 VTS259

DESCRIPTION Single patient tubular Tubular Single Patient Tubular
Disposable slide sheet 40 sheets 

on a reel can be single patient use. 
Flat sheet

INTENDED USE Single patient Single patient Single patient Single patient 

TYPE Tubular Tubular Tubular Flat

HANDLES N/A N/A N/A N/A

SIZE 100cm x 200cm 100cm x 200cm 100cm x 150cm 90cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 72cm x 120cm, 72cm x 200cm 72cm x 120cm, 72cm x 200cm 72cm x 150cm 75cm x 120cm, 120cm x 120cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 10 50 50 1

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓ N/A

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (1.75)  (1.75)  (1.75)  (1.38)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (2.88)  (2.88)  (3.00)  (0.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (1.00)  (0.50)  (1.38) N/A

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.09)  (1.55)  (2.09) N/A

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (1.50)  (1.50)  (3.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.00)  (2.00)  (1.88)  (1.50)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (0.50)**  (0.50)**  (0.50)**  (1.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board

N/A N/A N/A  (2.00)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

GBUK (Page 4)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Banana Slide Banana Slide Banana Versal GBUK Banana

MPC LGF100200 LGF140200H B-REDI100200-W LGF140200

NPC FER10441 FER10444 / FER13811 FER13785 VTS152

DESCRIPTION Laundraglide flat washable without 
handles

Laundraglide flat washable with 
handles Washable Standard Laundraglide flat washable without 

handles 

INTENDED USE Reusable Reusable Reusable Reusable

TYPE Flat Flat Hybrid Flat

HANDLES N/A ✓ N/A N/A

SIZE 100cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 100cm x 220cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 72cm x 200cm 100cm x 200cm (with holes) 100cm x 200cm N/A

UNIT OF ISSUE 4 4 50 50

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (1.75)  (0.00)  (3.00)  (0.00)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (2.38)  (2.75)  (3.00)  (2.75)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.50)  (1.00)  (1.00)  (1.00)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.09)  (1.55)  (3.00)  (1.55)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.25)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.00)  (2.63)  (2.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (1.00)**  (2.00)**  (2.00)**  (2.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.00)  (2.63)  (2.13)  (2.00)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

GBUK (Page 5)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND GBUK Banana GBUK Banana Banana Slide GBUK Banana

MPC LGF100200 LGT072200 LGT140200 DGT072150

NPC FER13807 FER 10412 FER13805 (MISSING) VTS046

DESCRIPTION Washable Flat no Handles 71gsm 
Ployester/Nylon Laundraglide tubular washable Washable Tubular 71gsm Ployester/

Nylon Tubular patient specific 

INTENDED USE Reusable Reusable Reusable Single patient

TYPE Flat Tubular Tubular Tubular

HANDLES N/A N/A N/A N/A

SIZE 100cm x 200cm 72cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 72cm x 150cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 70cm x 200cm 46cm x 60cm, 72cm x 150cm, 
100cm x 120cm 

46cm x 60cm, 72cm x 150cm, 
72cm x 200cm, 100cm x 120cm, 

100cm x 200cm
72cm x 72cm, 100cm x 100cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 50 5 50 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓

Sample not available at the time of 
evaluation

✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✓ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (1.75)  (0.00)  (1.75)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (2.75)  (3.00)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✗ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (1.00)  (1.13)  (0.88)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.09)  (1.55)  (1.55)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.13)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.00)  (1.63)  (1.63)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (1.00)**  (0.50)**  (0.50)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.00) N/A N/A

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

HOSPITAL DIRECT (Page 1)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Hospital Direct Hospital Direct Hospital Direct Hospital Direct

MPC DFS140200X25N DFS140200X25SPN DFS140180(AB)N TDGS140200X25SPN

NPC FER12649 FER13497 FER12648 FER13488

DESCRIPTION Patient specific flat slide sheet Patient specific flat sheet Patient specific flat slide sheet  
anti-bacterial

Patient specific turning disposable 
glide sheet 

INTENDED USE Single Patient Single Patient Single Patient Single Patient

TYPE Flat Flat Flat Tubular

HANDLES N/A N/A N/A N/A

SIZE 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 180cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE
70cm x 200cm, 80cm x 200cm,  
90cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm, 

140cm x 180cm

90cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm, 
90cm x 200 cm also available as pair 

in drawstring bag (FER13523)
N/A 70cm x 200cm, 120cm x 150cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 25 25 25 25

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (2.50)  (2.50)  (2.50)  (2.88)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (0.00)  (0.00)  (2.63)  (2.63)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product N/A N/A N/A N/A

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand N/A N/A N/A N/A

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.13)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (2.00)**  (2.00)**  (1.75)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.50)  (2.50)  (2.50) N/A

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

HOSPITAL DIRECT (Page 2)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Hospital Direct Hospital Direct Hospital Direct Hospital Direct

MPC DGS100150X25N DFSH90200X25N DGS140200X25SPN FS140200SP

NPC FER12636 FER12653 FER13491 VTS277

DESCRIPTION Patient specific Roller/ tubular 
slide sheet

Patient specific flat slide sheet with 
handles Patient specfic roller slide sheet Transfer Slide Sheet Washable Flat

INTENDED USE Single Patient Single Patient Single Patient Re useable

TYPE Tubular Flat Tubular Flat

HANDLES N/A ✓ N/A N/A

SIZE 100cm x 150cm 90 x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE
70cm x 120cm, 70cm x 150cm,  

90cm x 200cm, 100cm x 120cm, 
100cm x 200cm, 140cm x 200cm

70cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm, 
140cm x 200cm, 160cm x 220cm

70cm x 72cm, 70cm x 150cm, 
70cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm

75cm x 200cm, 90cm x 200cm, 100cm 
x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 25 25 25 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

N/A N/A N/A ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (2.75)  (2.13)  (2.75)  (2.00)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (2.63)  (0.00)  (2.63)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product N/A N/A N/A  (0.75)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand N/A N/A N/A  (2.00)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.00)  (2.63)  (2.13)  (2.38)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (0.50)**  (1.00)**  (1.75)**  (2.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.00)  (2.50) N/A  (2.50)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

HOSPITAL DIRECT (Page 3)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Hospital Direct Hospital Direct

MPC SMS140200SP GS140200SP

NPC VTS271 VTS276

DESCRIPTION Transfer Slide Sheet Flat Washable 
with handles

Transfer Slide Sheet Washable 
Tubular 

INTENDED USE Re useable Re useable

TYPE Flat Tubular

HANDLES ✓ N/A

SIZE 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 70cm x 200cm, 90cm x 200cm, 
100cm x 200cm

70cm x 72cm, 70cm x 120cm, 
70cm x 150cm, 70cm x 200cm, 

100cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 10 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✓ ✓

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✓ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (3.00)  (2.88)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (2.88)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.63)  (0.79)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (1.88)  (2.00)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.63)  (2.50)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (2.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (3.00) N/A

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

INTERWEAVE (Page 1)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Slidetex Slidetex Slidetex Slidetex

MPC PH020100200---REDA62 PH020140200---REDA06 PH025100200---WHTV14 PH023-90200---REDA06

NPC TLC686 VTS084 VTS200 VTS094

DESCRIPTION Slidetex Elite patient specific flat 
slide sheet - red

Slidetex patient specific flat slide 
sheet - red Single use Slidetex patient specific slide sheet 

c/w handles red

INTENDED USE Single patient Single patient Single use Single patient

TYPE Flat Flat Flat Flat

HANDLES N/A N/A N/A ✓

SIZE 100cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 100cm x 200cm 90cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 75cm x 200cm 71cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm N/A 71cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 10 10 100 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ N/A ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

Is product size stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (0.00)  (0.00)  (2.50)  (0.00)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)  (2.75)  (3.00)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.85)  (0.85) N/A  (0.85)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.50)  (2.00) N/A  (2.00)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.38)  (2.25)  (3.00)  (2.38)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.13)  (1.50)  (2.13)  (2.50)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (1.00)**  (2.00)**  (1.00)**  (1.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.50)  (2.00)  (2.88)  (3.00)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

INTERWEAVE (Page 2)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Slidetex Interweave Slidetex SUPA Slide

MPC PH023148220---REDA06 PH420120150---REDA62 PH420140200---REDA06 PH025-75200---WHTV14

NPC TLC688 TLC142 VTS113 VTS254

DESCRIPTION Slidetex Patient Specific Flat Slide 
Sheet c/w handles - red

Slidetex patient specific tubular 
slide sheet - red

Slidetex patient specific tubular 
slide sheet - red Single use 

INTENDED USE Single patient Single patient Single patient Single use 

TYPE Flat Tubular Tubular Flat

HANDLES ✓ N/A N/A N/A

SIZE 148cm x 220cm 120cm x 150cm 140cm x 200cm 75cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE N/A 71cm x 145cm 71cm x 122cm, 70cm x 200cm, 
100cm x 122cm, 100cm x 200cm N/A

UNIT OF ISSUE 10 10 10 100

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓ N/A

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Is product size stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (2.13)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.85)  (0.85)  (0.85) N/A

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.00)  (2.00)  (1.63) N/A

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.38)  (1.50)  (1.50)  (2.63)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.50)  (1.63)  (1.88)  (2.13)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (1.50)**  (1.75)**  (1.00)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (3.00) N/A N/A  (2.00)

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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** maximum number of 2 stars attainable

INTERWEAVE (Page 3)

SLIDE SHEETS

BRAND Slidetex elite Slidetex elite Slidetex elite

MPC PH007140200---TEAA77 PH017140200---TEAA77 PH407140200---TEAA77

NPC TLC562 / TLC684 / VTS208 VTS211 TLC691

DESCRIPTION Re-useable flat - teal Re-useable flat c/w handles - teal Slidetex Elite Re-useable Tubular 
Slide Sheet - teal

INTENDED USE Reusable Reusable Reusable

TYPE Flat Flat Tubular

HANDLES N/A ✓ N/A

SIZE 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm 140cm x 200cm

ADDITIONAL SIZES IN RANGE 75cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm 72cm x 200cm, 100cm x 200cm

41cm x 60cm, 70cm x 100cm, 
71cm x 72cm, 71cm x 122cm, 

71cm x 145cm, 71cm x 200cm, 
75cm x 200cm, 100cm x 122cm, 

100cm x 200cm

UNIT OF ISSUE 10 10 10

CLINICAL CRITERIA SCORE SCORE SCORE

If the product is individually wrapped can you visibly see the product through the 
packaging

✓ ✓ ✓

Is intended use stated on the packaging (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product size stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product type stated on the packaging (tubular/flat) ✗ ✗ ✗

Is product weight limit stated on the packaging ✗ ✗ ✗

Are there clear instructions on the use included on the packaging  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it clearly state cleaning instructions or non-washable on the packaging or 
product label  (3.00)  (3.00)  (3.00)

Is intended use stated on the product (single use / single patient use / or re-usable) ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product size stated on the product ✓ ✓ ✓

Is product weight limit stated on the product ✗ ✗ ✗

If the product is individually wrapped, can the packaging be used to store the product  (0.85)  (0.85)  (0.85)

If individually packaged, the package can be opened by hand  (2.13)  (1.50)  (1.63)

The seam / edge of the product does not risk damage to patients skin  (2.00)  (2.13)  (2.00)

The product enables repositioning of a patient up and down the bed  (2.13)  (2.00)  (1.50)

The product enables repositioning up and down the bed and then laterally without 
having to remove and replace the product between the two tasks (Max 2 stars)  (2.00)**  (2.00)**  (1.50)**

The product enables movement of a patient from one surface to another using a 
transfer board  (2.00)  (2.75) N/A

Are there clear instructions on the label on how to dispose of the product  (0.00)  (0.00)  (0.00)

Does it state on the product if it is recyclable ✗ ✗ ✗
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Patients who are being hoisted may not require a Slide Sheet for lateral transfer but 

may require a slide sheet to aid in the repositioning up and down the bed. 

Clinicians may identify the criteria that most represent their clinical environment and 

patient demographic, and may choose to build their own hierarchy of importance to 

aid product(s) selection for patient outcome goals using the matrix presented in this 

report, their own clinical knowledge, as well as any other resources (including 

publications) to provide informed choice and transparency of their decision for 

product(s) being used. 

7 Further Considerations and Recommendations 

7.1 Future recommendations 

 Packaging 

Weight limit 

One common theme that came out of the engagement with clinicians was the lack of 

information regarding weight limits on the products, and reduced confidence when 

using these with heavier patients. 

Following evaluation of the products no product displayed this information on either 

the packaging or product label. This is due to the fact that slide sheets are not lifting 

devices and therefore do not have to display this information. 

If this is the case then it has highlighted an educational need to educate clinicians 

that there are no weight limits on these products. It is also recommended that 

suppliers and manufacturers consider placing additional information on the products 

to indicate a weight tolerance limit or state no weight limit on the product.  

Storage 

Due to the inherent mobility of these products they have been identified as a slip / 

trip and fall hazard, so the storage of these products has been highlighted as a 

particular concern. 

The addition of hanging loops on the products that enables them to be hung out of 

the way was welcomed by clinicians; however this may pose an increased risk of 

tissue damage due to the addition stitching at the seam.  

Clinicians identified the products where the packaging was designed to rehouse the 

product was the most efficient way of reducing this risk and providing a storage 

facility for the products. Some products have this feature but it is recommended that 

further development of packaging in this sense is explored. 

 Clinical Use 

Size 

As previously identified there are currently 188 product codes for Slide Sheets on the 

NHS supply chain framework with 43 different sizes covering an extensive range.  
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Although it is accepted that variation of sizes is required due to the numerous tasks 

that Slide Sheets can be used for, it is questioned whether such an extensive 

variation is warranted. It is recommended that the sizes of Slide Sheets are 

rationalised and the possibility of standardised sizes to set dimensions within defined 

categories is explored. 

This will require the collaboration of NHS services, clinicians, NHS Supply chain and 

suppliers in order to standardise the dimensions for each category. 

Suggested dimensions are as follows: 

• Small - 100cm x 100cm 

• Medium - 100cm x 150cm 

• Large - 100 cm x 200cm 

• Extra-large - 140cm x 220cm 

Colour 

It was identified by clinicians that the colour of Slide Sheets needs to be bright and 

easily identifiable against bed linen and flooring. On reviewing the products all but 3 

products on the framework are bright in colour. 

During discussions with clinicians it was identified that there were two possible 

elements in which standardising product colour could make a difference to clinical 

practice.  

Firstly, clinicians asked for products to by coloured by size however with the current 

number of sizes available this would be extremely difficult to achieve.    

Secondly, clinicians asked if products could be coloured by product type. On 

reviewing the products there is some consensus across suppliers that can be built 

on. It is recommended that all disposable single patient sheets are coloured the 

same, all single use sheets the same and all reusable / washable sheets the same. 

This would result in reduced confusion and increased clarity in the use of slide 

sheets. This would require collaboration between suppliers so they all agree to a 

colour code in order to standardise this. 

Based on current supplier colours it is suggested that: 

• Single use – Currently white but needs to have additional colour to make 
clearly visible – suggested yellow. 

• Single patient / patient specific – Red. 

• Reusable / washable – Blue.  
 

Product type 

Tubular slide sheets are designed to slide in the direction of the closed end, in order 

for the sheet to slide adequately. So when placed on a bed to perform a vertical 

movement they would then have to be removed and turned in order to complete a 

lateral transfer.  

However during the evaluation process clinicians identified that when using the 

larger tubular sheets in particular the 140cm x 200cm they could perform a lateral 
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transfer without first removing and turning the sheet. They felt they could perform the 

task in an efficient and timely manner, maintaining the double layer of the sheet 

under the patient throughout the movement.  

As this is not how the tubular sheets are designed to be used when undertaking a 

lateral patient transfer this was not captured in the matrices. However due to the 

clinician’s findings it is recommended that suppliers and manual handling experts 

review this process to confirm if it is appropriate for  tubular  Slide Sheets to be used 

in this way in the future.     

 Disposal 

From discussions with clinicians it was clear that there was a concern regarding the 

disposal of the Slide Sheets, and the lack of recyclable products. None of the 

products reviewed in this report was identified as recyclable. It is recommended that 

suppliers look into the possibility of producing recyclable products which may be 

difficult given the current materials used in the production of Slide Sheets. 

 Best practice guidelines 

Although the use of slide sheets is covered in elements of the HOP6, there is a lack 

of guidelines for the use of Slide Sheets. It is therefore recommended that more 

robust best practice guidelines for the specific use of slide sheets in developed. This 

will require the collaboration of manual handling specialists, clinicians and 

suppliers.    

 NHS supply chain 

Following a review of the framework and the NHS supply chain catalogue it was 

identified that there are several instances of products with the same MPC code that 

have differing NPC codes in the catalogue. It is recommended that this is reviewed 

to reduce duplicate codes for the same products. 

7.2 Barcodes 

The CET are aware of the Scan4Safety project and are aligned with the ambitions of 

the programme, which will deliver significant benefits in terms of patient safety and 

efficiency, to the NHS. The adoption of standards, driven by Scan4Safety, enables 

patient, product and location identification and traceability from the supply chain to 

the patient.  

Adoption of these standards has also been shown to improve the quality of care by 

minimising the risk of human error.  

The CET will be considering the inclusion of an evaluation criteria relating to the 

presence of GS1 compliant barcodes in future reports, as following our clinical 

conversations we have seen clinical staff asking for it to be included, but further 

information will be issued by the CET on this to stakeholders in advance. 
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9 Disclaimer 

Reports published by the NHS Clinical Evaluation Team represent general guidance 

and the team’s opinions on products are based on the clinical evaluations 

undertaken, using the information and clinical criteria generated from extensive 

stakeholder engagement in line with the team’s requirements and evaluation 

pathway. Reports will be reviewed and updated at the team’s discretion as deemed 

appropriate to reflect any changes. 

You should make your own assessment and not take or rely on the opinions expressed 

by the NHS Clinical Evaluation Team, as contained in the reports, as recommendations 

or advice to buy or not buy (as the case may be) particular products. 

The NHS Clinical Evaluation Team is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or 

for the results obtained from the use of the information contained in the reports. The 

reports are provided ‘as is’, with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy or 

timeliness and without representation, warranty, assurance or undertaking of any 

kind, express or implied, including, but not limited to fitness for a particular purpose. 

The NHS Clinical Evaluation Team shall not be liable to you or anyone else for any 

decision made or action taken in reliance on the information contained in the reports 

or for any consequential, special or indirect loss. 

Reports are accurate at the time of publication, any recommendations or best 

practice guidance should be checked for updates. 
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‘Quality, safety and value are at the heart of our work and it’s important 
that we use our clinical experience to deliver high standards of care 

while reducing cost and waste in the NHS.’ 

Mandie Sunderland 
Chair, Clinical Reference Board 

(Governing body of the NHS Clinical Evaluation Team) 
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